














Skaftafell Iceland Jostedalsbreen Norway 

Ferto hansag Hungary 

Goreme Turkey 

Piatra Ciaiului Romania 

Triglav Slovenia 
La Albufera Spain 

Cevennes, France 

Kemeri , Latvia 

Snowdonia  Wales 

Variety of landscapes, embedded in 
cultural identity. Often sculpted by 
nature and shaped by people. 
Influenced course of history, inspired 
artists and thinkers and enriched lives. 
They are our natural life support system. 
 
These protected areas represent the 
land that is our inheritance , - we hold it 

in trust for those who come after us. 



Our mission is…..to increase 
effectiveness in conserving and 
enhancing natural and cultural 
heritage, for the well-being and 

benefit of future generations 

EUROPARC is the leading European  organisation for 
protected areas bringing together dedicated 
professionals, agencies, academics and decision makers. 



Nature knows no boundaries.....so 
EUROPARC  

is founded on the principle that the future 
protection and conservation of nature is  

achieved through  
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION.  

  International cooperation works best through  
PERSONAL CONTACT.   

That through personal contact comes  
 

MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING, SHARED 
EXPERIENCES , KNOWLEDGE AND 

INNOVATION.   
 

This delivers better support and management 
of protected areas which ensures the 

FUTURE PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION OF 
NATURE . ..  

 
because Nature knows no boundaries......... 



We have a twenty-first century responsibility of great importance. To meet the 
challenges  and promote new creative approaches and thinking, make  new 
partnerships. 

 It is to proclaim anew the meaning and value of Protected Area, of biodiversity, 
conservation, and recreation; and  to expand the learning opportunities and share 
that knowledge broadly; 

and to encourage People  to experience and CONNECT WITH these special Places.  









EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 

















The following is the new system of notification: 
 
Crag marked red : Birds known to be nesting on this crag. Please stay away 
and find an alternative climbing venue until young have left the nest. 
 
Crag marked amber : Birds known to be in the area. May be scoping out 
nest sites or building nest. Please avoid this crag until further information 
is available to avoid disturbance during this critical time. 
 
Crag marked green : No known nesting birds. Climbing OK but proceed 
with caution between February and end of July. 
 
Crags with no colour - no information at this stage. Please proceed with 
caution. 

 
Glen Lednock 
Clifton Crag, Dumfries and Galloway 
Torr Nead an Eoin, North Arran 

Sron Ulladale, Harris 
Moy Rocks, near Contin 



“Going out” into nature, as John Muir once said, is really a way of “going in” to the 
heart of things 





.....There were a reduced number of canoeists accessing the loch but the few who did, 
generally did not follow the guidance and went close up to the small islands where high 
densities of birds were nesting. In light of this, we did not yet feel confident about  
a major review of the local access guidance with regard to water borne access but 
continue to liaise with canoe interests.  

Loch Leven National Nature Reserve 
Annual Report for SNH Management of Reserve 
April 2010 – March 2011 



I'm not up on the current status of paddling restrictions as defined by whoever 
draws up such things, so instead of asking a load of questions I just got on with it 
and quietly used the loch for several pleasant afternoon-length paddles. 
 So far not a soul has challenged my presence there, apart from the mention above 
of being charged to land on Castle Island. I've also landed at the fishery jetties, just 
to see if anything would be said by anyone. Not a second glance did I get 

......anyway as long as we show a responsible approach, we can't be called. Maybe even 
helping to organise a clean up on the loch might generate some good will. Looking 
forward to the new path being open. 












